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ㄹ㨗⡮㐼
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㮾㍰☨➥㔠㺰⼒⫊⪇⼒ⲿ⺈
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☤⿺"
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㨰⭩㋄≗㺄㽂␋⳨㾎㨰☨ㅰ⛪㽂␋⌔⢄
(2010 -2014)⍙タᱨ⼨≻⽂➶⍜㗁㨰⭩㋄ㅖ
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■ ⳃ⏩ᮢ㮢㥲⫊⡗⤥⤑㣐㟨☨⼨≻ⰵ㺹▙

LYMPHOMA

■ 㸡♋㽳➂㔠⛱
㸡♋㽳➂㔠⛱␍(PET)
(PET)㓤グ ᱶ㯜PET㓤グ㮾➶⍒㺹⽂

 㥨⊩☨⫆㴤⒴⛪ᱨ㮧㔶㮾ⱌ㨾㐩㔩PET㓤グ㫜㷶⼨≻
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㺾㮾㔋ᱨ㱎⡡⭆㖫ⳟ㮧ᮣ
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■ 㔩㝛⮂␓
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■ ⫆⮂
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⽂⳨㦎㲂㝎⛊⏩㢭☨㎩ⷆ㥲ᱨ
㖳㱫X㔠㦏⫊㋦㚳⡽ㅢ⼋☨
㔠㦏㮾㓭㙸⼨≻⽂㥨⊩ᱨ⫊
㾈⛱㋦㔶⒌ᮣ㸆㺸⼒➈㮾
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⏩㢭ᮣ➥㔠㺰⼒㣐㟨ᱨ㺰⼒ょ╴⏥☡30➶㺵ᱨょ㝢ⱌ㨾
(㨵㋜⽅⧧㨵㋜㑓ⓥ㠖)ᱨ㩦㗷⢔㨵㋜ᮣ

■ ☉⾫ⶉ㝛ᱶ
☉⾫ⶉ㝛 ㄹ㨗⼨≻⽂☨≾㦢㺰⼒㖳㱫☉⾫ⶉ㝛㝎

 㯖㩂☼⤁⫏⼨≻⽂㥨⊩㔋☨⍖≾☔⊅ᱨ╹✚㓭㙸⼨≻⽂
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Singapore Cancer Society Multi-Service Centre
9 Bishan Place, Junction 8 Office Tower #06-05, Singapore 579837
6499 9133
6499 9140
Location ☼♇

Bus Numbers ≻㖹⧟⿵

Bishan Bus Interchange
In front of Bishan MRT Station
Along Bishan St 11

52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 410
13, 52, 54, 55, 58, 88, 128, 156
52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 410

■

Take Exit A at Bishan MRT Station.

■

Walk through Junction 8 Shopping Centre in the direction of the Bus
Interchange.
Without crossing to the bus interchange at the traffic light, turn right
and walk along the walkway to locate the Junction 8 Office Tower lobby.

■

■㵀⌸㓹☼㝰㷢㽿㦢Aⓞⶪᮣ
■㟜⥙⌸㓹☾≹㷢⤖㣡㺲㨲㠭≻㖹㽊⪓㷢➝㦢㨾㽿ᮣ
■㵀⨆☪⿁ⶪ㺐㍰㱺㽊ᱨ㬄㽥㽿☤㦢㍰㽿ᱨⳟㅢ☡▕⌸㓹☾≹㷢
 ⊚⤇▙⾯▙㝲ᮣ

Singapore Cancer Society
15 Enggor Street, Realty Centre #04-01, Singapore 079716
6221 9578
6221 9575
www.singaporecancersociety.org.sg
communityhealth@singaporecancersociety.org.sg
Follow us on Facebook
SCS Rehabilitation Centre @ JEM Office Tower
SCS Satellite Office @ National University Cancer Institute, Singapore
SCS Satellite Office @ National Cancer Centre Singapore

The information provided is for your
general knowledge only. You should seek medical advice
or treatment for your specific condition.

㾗㢜≗㺄ᱨ⼨≻⽂㮥⊑⏥⳱║㐼㩂ᮣ

What you need to know
about preventing, detecting
and treating Lymphoma

What is Lymphoma?
Lymphoma is a general term for a group of cancers that begin
in lymphocytes, a type of white blood cells in the lymph system.
The lymph system is made up of lymph nodes and thin tubes that
run throughout our body. As an important part of our immune
system, the lymph system plays a role in fighting bacteria and
other infections and destroying old or abnormal cells.
Lymphoma occurs when some lymphocytes undergo malignant
change and multiply out of control. The abnormal cells don’t
protect the body from infections or other diseases. The excessive
growth of abnormal lymphocytes results in tumor masses in
lymph nodes and other sites. As lymph tissue is found all through
the body, lymphoma can begin almost anywhere and affect the
normal functioning of the immune system.

Lymphomas are broadly divided into two types: Hodgkin
lymphoma (HL) and Non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL). These can
occur in both children and adults. NHL is more prevalent and
constitutes around 90% of all lymphoma cases in Singapore.
The two different types of lymphomas behave, spread, and
respond to treatment differently.
Lymphoma is to be distinguished from other cancers that have
spread to lymph glands. This represents metastases and not
lymphoma.

Are You at Risk?
Although there is no specific cause for lymphoma, some risk
factors include:
■

Lymph vessel

Lymph node

■

■

Lymphoma cells
(Cancer)

■

Age. Getting older is overall a strong risk factor for lymphoma.
Most lymphoma cases occur in people in their 50s or older.
However, some types of lymphoma are more common in
younger people.
Immune system deficiency. People with weakened immune
systems, such as taking immune-suppressant drugs after undergoing organ transplant or being infected by human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), have an increased risk of having lymphoma.
Certain infections. Infection with certain viruses, such as
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), human T-cell leukemia/lymphoma virus
(HTLV-1) and Helicobacter pylori, may raise the risk of developing
lymphoma. However, lymphoma is not contagious.
Previous treatment with radiation or chemotherapy.

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■

Unexplained weight loss
Drenching night sweats
Loss of appetite
Breathlessness, coughing or chest pain
Persistent tiredness and lack of energy
Itchy skin without an apparent cause or rash
Pain or a feeling of fullness in the abdomen

Most often, these symptoms are not due to lymphoma. Infections
or other health problems may also cause these symptoms. However,
anyone with symptoms that do not go away within two weeks
should seek professional medical attention.

How is Lymphoma Diagnosed?

■

■

■

Do You
Know?

1

The latest Singapore Cancer Registry Annual
Registry Report (2010-2014) indicates that lymphoma
is the 5th and 6th most common cancer diagnosed
among Singaporean men and women respectively.

2

Lymphoma, as cancer in general, is not contagious.

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scan: The doctor may
use the PET scan to look for lymphoma all over the body as it
will be able to tell whether a swollen lymph node has increased
activity within it. The PET scan may also be able to pick up
lymphoma in areas outside the lymph nodes, such as skin.

Physical exam: Your doctor will check for swollen lymph
nodes in your neck, underarms and groin, as well as other areas
of the body that might be involved, including the spleen and liver.

■

Blood tests: Blood is taken to check the number of white blood
cells, other cells and substances such as lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH). Some types of lymphoma may cause a high level of LDH.

How is Lymphoma Treated?

■

Bone Marrow Aspiration and Biopsy: A bone marrow
aspiration and biopsy may be done to see if the lymphoma has
spread to the bone marrow.

Treatment options depend on the type of lymphoma, various
prognostic features of the lymphoma and the overall health of
patient. Treatment may involve any of the following modalities,
chemotherapy, radiotherapy, biological therapy and stem cell
transplant.

Sternum

Tibia

■

■

Anterior iliac
crest

■

Monoclonal antibodies: Targeted therapy of certain lymphomas
uses monoclonal antibodies, a form of proteins that are designed
to attack a specific target on lymphoma cells. Monoclonal antibodies can be administered through the vein at the clinic.

■

Stem cell transplant: Stem cells are special cells which can be
found in the bloodstream and bone marrow. They can differentiate
into all the specialized cells. In the stem cell transplant technique,
stem cells can be collected from one’s own body (Autologous
Haematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant) or from a compatible
donor (Allogeneic Haematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant). Before
the transplant, high-dose chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy is
given to destroy all the lymphoma cells and normal blood cells
in the bone marrow. Soon after the chemotherapy or radiotherapy, the stem cells are put back into the patient’s blood.
The new stem cells start to make blood cells within a few weeks.
Autologous Haematopoietic Stem Cell Transplant (AHSCT)
STEP

3

Freeze the blood
stem cells in the
laboratory until
they are required

Chemotherapy: This involves the use of drugs to kill the
lymphoma cells. Chemotherapy is given usually by mouth, through
a vein or in the space around the spinal cord. Depending on
the type of lymphoma, a single drug or a combination of drugs
may be used. Chemotherapy is usually given in cycles, where
treatment is followed by a rest period. The side effects of
chemo drugs depend on which drugs and how much drugs are
administered. Common side effects could be low blood count,
hair loss, poor appetite, nausea and vomiting, or mouth and lip
sores. Ask your doctor about medicines and treatments that
help with these problems.

Posterior iliac crest

Signs and symptoms of lymphoma are
non-specific and commonly seen in
other less serious illnesses. The most
common symptoms of lymphoma are:
Painless, swollen lymph nodes in the
neck, underarm, or groin
Prolonged and recurrent fevers

Computed Tomography (CT) scan: The CT scan is a
special type of x-ray test that makes detailed pictures of the
body. The doctor may use the CT scan to look for lymphoma
in the abdomen, pelvis, chest, head and neck.

■

Preferred Sites for Bone Marrow Aspiration

or in combination with chemotherapy. In radiotherapy, a large
machine aims the rays at the part of the body where lymphoma
cells have collected. Each treatment is painless and lasts less
than 30 minutes each, every day but Saturday and Sunday, for
several weeks.

The doctor may do one of the following imaging tests to learn
how widespread lymphoma is in the patient’s body:

What are the Signs and Symptoms?

■

Biopsy: Biopsy is usually needed to make a definite diagnosis
of lymphoma. An entire lymph node (excisional biopsy) or only
part of a lymph node (incisional biopsy) may be removed and
checked under a microscope to look for cancer cells. If the cells
are cancerous, they are further studied to confirm the subtype
of lymphoma.

Radiation therapy: This involves the use of X-rays or other
high-energy rays to kill lymphoma cells or block their growth
when the disease is confined to a limited area. It can shrink
tumors and help control pain. Radiotherapy may be given alone
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